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Abstract 

We study the financial spillovers of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) to local 

suppliers through a trade credit channel and a bank loan channel. Using rich Chinese 

firm-level data, we provide robust evidence that a great concentration of FDI in 

downstream industries substantially reduces local suppliers’ trade credit provision and 

improves their access to bank loans, especially unsecured loans. A variety of empirical 

strategies suggest that the effects are causal. Furthermore, the beneficial bank loan 

effect is particularly marked for local suppliers facing severe information frictions. We 

also use supplier-customer links to provide additional evidence for FDI’s financial 

spillovers. 
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1. Introduction 

The spillover effects of foreign direct investment (FDI) on local firms in host 

countries are of perennial interest to academic researchers and policymakers, especially 

those in developing countries. On the ground that foreign-invested firms are 

technologically superior relative to local firms in general, the latter can reap the benefits 

of productivity improvement by interacting with the former through production chain 

activities. Previous studies in the literature have provided convincing evidence for the 

beneficial productivity spillovers of FDI on local firms, especially through backward 

linkages (e.g., Javorcik, 2004; Blalock and Gertler, 2008; Havranek and Irsova, 2011; 

Alfaro-Ureña, Manelici, and Vasquez, 2022).  

In addition to advanced technologies, foreign-invested firms also have 

considerable financial advantages over their local counterparts in developing and 

emerging market economies. They can either tap into international capital markets for 

external funds or obtain internal funding from their parent companies (e.g., Desai, Foley, 

and Forbes, 2008; Manova, Wei, and Zhang, 2015). In contrast, local firms often face 

tight financial constraints due to largely underdeveloped financial markets in 

developing and emerging economies. Against this background, can interactions with 

foreign-invested firms through production chain linkages also bring financial benefits 

to local firms? If so, what are the underlying channels of the FDI financial spillovers? 

Our study aims to empirically investigate these important yet under-researched 

questions. Conceptually, there are at least two potential channels through which local 

suppliers in a host economy can benefit financially from serving foreign-invested 

customers in the downstream. One is a trade credit channel. Firms in production chains 

are financially interconnected through trade credit (e.g., Petersen and Rajan, 1997; 
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Fisman and Love, 2003). In the case that customers in the downstream face liquidity 

constraints and delay or even default on their payments to suppliers, this would impose 

a heavy burden on suppliers’ financial conditions (Boissay and Gropp, 2013; Jacobson 

and von Schedvin, 2015; Costello, 2020). To the extent that foreign-invested customers 

are financially less constrained than their local counterparts, they tend to rely less on 

trade credit financing and are less likely to delay payment or default. As a result, the 

presence of foreign-invested customers can directly reduce the trade credit burden on 

local suppliers, relaxing their financial constraints. The other channel is a bank loan 

channel. Foreign-invested firms typically have strong incentives to screen and monitor 

local suppliers to ensure supply-chain stability. For local suppliers, such external 

monitoring by and implicit certification from their foreign-invested customers can help 

to mitigate their information frictions when accessing credit market (Cen et al., 2016). 

In this study, we use rich firm-level data from China to examine FDI’s financial 

spillovers and test for the aforementioned two channels. China provides an ideal setting 

for our analysis for two primary reasons. First, over the last four decades, FDI attraction 

has been a salient feature of China’s state policy of economic openness. Foreign-

invested firms now account for a significant share of China’s GDP and are of enormous 

importance to the country (e.g., Naughton, 2018). Second, despite rapid growth in 

recent decades, China’s domestic financial markets remain immature, with local firms, 

especially privately-owned ones, facing serious financing obstacles (Dollar and Wei, 

2007; Song, Storesletten, and Zilibotti, 2011; Manova, Wei, and Zhang, 2015). On top 

of that, China’s capital control policies also restrain local firms from accessing global 

financial markets, which exacerbates their financial constraints. In this sense, beneficial 

financial spillovers of FDI, if any, would be of paramount importance to the growth of 

local firms and the aggregate economy in host countries. It is worth noting that, 
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although we focus on China in this study, our findings have general implications for 

many developing and emerging economies as their economic policies share similar 

features with China, such as attracting FDI inflows and imposing capital controls (e.g., 

Lin and Ye, 2018).    

Our empirical analysis starts with testing for the trade credit channel associated 

with FDI’s financial spillovers. Using the data on Chinese manufacturing firms over 

2000 – 2007, we find robust evidence that a greater concentration of FDI in downstream 

industries is associated with substantially reduced trade credit provision by local 

suppliers. To establish causality, we adopt three strategies. The first one is an 

instrumental variable (IV) regression approach. Specifically, we rely on China’s FDI 

liberalization policy following its WTO accession to construct an instrument for the 

downstream FDI concentration variable. The second strategy is to restrict our attention 

to a subsample of local suppliers that have already established before 2000 so as to rule 

out the possibility that our results are driven by local suppliers’ endogenous entry into 

industries that have witnessed the increasing concentration of FDI in the downstream 

since 2000. The third strategy is to conduct a placebo test by randomly assigning the 

downstream FDI concentration across industries and over time.  

To further strengthen the causal identification, we also examine various 

heterogeneities in the trade credit reduction effect and make efforts to ensure that our 

findings are not fully driven by the productivity spillovers of FDI. Besides, we perform 

a battery of tests to rule out other alternative explanations, such as mistrust of foreign 

buyers, price discrimination, and the composition effect. Overall, the above exercises 

confirm that our findings of the effect of downstream FDI concentration on local 

suppliers’ trade credit provision is indeed informative about their causal relationship. 

Our evidence that a greater concentration of FDI in the downstream significantly 
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reduces the trade credit provision by local suppliers thus lends strong support to the 

trade credit channel of FDI’s financial spillovers.    

Next, we utilize the bank loan data on Chinese listed firms over 2000 – 2007 to test 

for the bank loan channel of FDI’s financial spillovers. Following similar identification 

strategies, we find that local suppliers with more foreign-invested firms in their 

downstream industries tend to have significantly improved access to bank loans. When 

decomposing total loans into unsecured and collateralized loans, we find that while both 

types of loans rise with the downstream FDI concentration, such a beneficial effect is 

more sizable for unsecured loans. Moreover, the beneficial loan effect is more 

pronounced for local suppliers with an acute information friction problem. These results 

are in line with the bank loan channel associated with FDI’s financial spillovers. 

Additionally, we also verify that our results are not driven by local suppliers’ 

productivity gains or management skills upgrading through their interactions with 

foreign-invested customers in the downstream.   

Last, we resort to the data on supplier-customer links for a sample of Chinese listed 

firms to provide additional evidence for the two channels associated with FDI’s 

financial spillovers. We show that local suppliers with foreign-invested firms as their 

principal customers have significantly less trade credit provision and easier access to 

bank loans, especially unsecured loans. These results also hold in a matched sample 

consisting of local suppliers with foreign-invested principal customers and their 

comparable peers without foreign-invested principal customers. In sum, our evidence 

from the supplier-consumer links further supports the beneficial financial spillovers of 

FDI to local suppliers through the trade credit and bank loan channels.  

Our study contributes to the literature in several aspects. First, a growing body of 

research has examined the spillover effects of FDI through supply chain linkages using 
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data from various countries (e.g., Javorcik, 2004; Blalock and Gertler, 2008; Havranek 

and Irsova, 2011; Alfaro-Ureña, Manelici, and Vasquez, 2022). While previous 

contributions have focused primarily on productivity spillovers, we add to this 

burgeoning literature by presenting new evidence on financial spillovers and 

identifying two underlying channels.  

Second, our study is closely related to FDI’s financial advantages literature. 

Existing studies in this literature have provided extensive evidence for the financial 

advantage of foreign-invested firms over their local counterparts in host countries. For 

example, thank to better access to finance, foreign-invested firms typically grow faster 

and export more than local firms and tend to acquire local firms during financial crises 

(e.g., Aguiar and Gopinath, 2005; Desai, Foley and Forbes, 2008; Alquist, Mukherjee 

and Tesar, 2014; Manova, Wei and Zhang, 2015; Wu and Ye, 2022). While the majority 

of these studies focus on the economic effects on foreign-invested firms per se or 

foreign-acquired local firms in host countries, we show that FDI can also bring financial 

benefits to local firms through production chain linkages.  

Third, our study also provides a nice complement to the literature on the 

relationship between aggregate FDI inflows and firms’ financial constraints in host 

countries. For example, Harrison, Love, and McMillan (2004) document that local 

firms’ financial constraints are greatly relaxed in countries with large aggregate FDI 

inflows. Likewise, Tong and Wei (2011) show that, in countries with more FDI inflows, 

local firms’ liquidity conditions are less exposed to the adverse impact of the Global 

Financial Crisis. In this study, we provide micro-level evidence for the relationship 

between FDI inflows and firm financial constraints. Furthermore, our findings of FDI’s 

financial spillovers through production chains also provide a plausible explanation for 

the existing macro-level evidence on the financial benefits of FDI inflows.  
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Fourth, our work is also related to studies on trade credit and inter-firm financial 

linkages. Earlier studies in this literature document that trade credit is an essential 

source of external financing (e.g., Petersen and Rajan, 1997; Fisman and Love, 2003). 

Recently, there are also studies showing that inter-firm financial linkages play a crucial 

role in propagating shocks (e.g., Boissay and Gropp, 2013; Jacobson and von Schedvin, 

2015; Lin and Ye, 2018; Huang, Panizza and Portes, 2018). Here we marry this 

literature with the FDI literature and show that reducing the burden of trade credit 

provision is an important channel through which foreign-invested buyers alleviate the 

financial constraints of local suppliers. 

Our study has important policy implications for developing and emerging market 

economies, where local financial markets are generally less developed. Given that 

finance is crucial for firm growth and economic development (Demirgüç-Kunt and 

Maksimovic, 1998; King and Levine, 1993; Rajan and Zingales, 1998), our finding of 

beneficial financial spillovers provides another justification for openness to inward FDI 

flows in these countries.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data and 

variables. In Sections 3 and 4, we present empirical evidence for the trade credit channel 

and the bank loan channel, respectively. Section 5 provides additional evidence for the 

two channels from the firm-level data on direct supplier-customer links. Concluding 

remarks are offered in Section 6. 

 

2. Data and Variables 

2.1. Firm-Level Data 

We rely on three sets of Chinese firm-level data to test for the financial spillover 

effects of FDI. The first dataset is the Annual Surveys of Industrial Firms (ASIF) 
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conducted by the Chinese National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) on all above-scale 

manufacturing firms in China between 2000 and 2007.1 The ASIF data contain detailed 

information on firms’ ownership structure, industry classification, production activity, 

and balance sheet variables, and have been widely used in previous studies on the 

Chinese economy. We shall use the ASIF data as a primary source to examine FDI’s 

financial spillovers through the trade credit channel.2 Since our focus is the potential 

financial benefits accumulated by Chinese domestically-owned firms, we exclude 

foreign-invested firms from the data. Moreover, we also exclude domestic exporting 

firms from our baseline analysis to rule out the trade credit effect arising from the 

interactions between domestic exporters and foreign importers. In addition, we also 

exclude state-owned enterprises (SOEs) from our baseline analysis for the SOEs tend 

to achieve social goals rather than maximize profit (e.g., Manova, Wei, and Zhang 

2015). Nevertheless, to ensure the robustness of our results, we also conduct sensitivity 

analyses by including the SOEs and domestic exporters, respectively, to the estimation 

sample.  

The second dataset is the bank loan data for Chinese listed firms over the period 

2000 – 2007, extracted from the China Stock Market and Accounting Research 

(CSMAR) database. This dataset contains rich information on bank loans obtained by 

listed firms, including loan issuance dates, principal amounts, and loan types. We shall 

use the bank loan data to test for the bank loan channel associated with FDI’s financial 

spillovers.3  

 
1 The ASIF data is available for 1998-2007. Since the Chinese customs data we use to construct the FDI linkage 
measures is only available from 2000, our estimation sample covers the period 2000-2007. 
2 To avoid potential errors arising from misreporting and mismeasurement in the ASIF, we follow conventional 
procedures in the literature to clean the data. Detailed data-cleaning procedures are provided in the Appendix A. 
3 Note that the ASIF data do not contain the bank loan information for each firm and hence cannot be used in 
testing for the bank loan channel through which the FDI financial spillover effect works. 
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The third dataset we use is the supplier-customer link data from the CSMAR 

database. The dataset contains detailed information about the top five customers for 

each of the Chinese listed firms over the period from 2009 to 2015. To identify whether 

a principal customer is foreign-invested or not, we manually search every principal 

customer’s name in the Chinese Firm Registration Database, which covers the universe 

of all registered firms in China, and obtain its ownership information. To make sure 

that our results are not driven by foreign importers, we also exclude from the estimation 

sample suppliers whose principal customers are foreign importers or those with export 

sales exceeding 10% of total sales. By comparing both trade credit provision and bank 

loan access between firms with foreign-invested principal customers and those without, 

we can gain more insights into FDI’s financial spillovers to local suppliers.  

2.2. Downstream FDI Concentration 

Following the literature (e.g., Blalock, 2001; Javorcik, 2004), we construct a 

measure of downstream FDI concentration at the industry level. We first compute the 

average foreign capital participation for each downstream industry, using the share of 

local inputs employed by each firm within the industry as the weighting factor. 

Specifically, for a downstream industry k, its average foreign capital participation is 

calculated as follows: 

𝐹𝐶𝑃!" =
∑ $%&'()*+,-&'!"!∈$% ×/%01*23"!"

∑ /%01*23"!"!∈$%
                                   (1) 

where 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒("  is the share of firm i’s paid-in capital owned by foreign 

investors in year t. We use the ownership information from the ASIF data to compute 

the firm-level foreign capital share. 𝐷𝑜𝑚𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡("	 is the amount of domestically 

sourced intermediate inputs by the firm i in year t, which is calculated as the difference 

between its total intermediate input usage and the value of its imports. We obtain the 
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firm-level data on intermediate input usage from the ASIF and each firm’s imports value 

from the China Customs data.  

Next, for each upstream supplier industry j, we measure its overall downstream 

FDI concentration as the weighted average of foreign capital participation (FCP) across 

its downstream industries, using the share of its output supplied to each of its 

downstream industries as the weight: 

𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚_𝐹𝐷𝐼4" = ∑ α4!"𝐹𝐶𝑃!"∀!,!74                                 (2) 

where 𝛂𝐣𝐤𝐭  is the proportion of the supplier industry j’s output employed by its 

downstream industry k in year t and is calculated from the China input-output (IO) 

tables over the period 2000 – 2007 (Timmer et al., 2015).  

In Figure 1, we graph the extent of downstream FDI concentration, averaged over 

2000 – 2007, for each of 14 manufacturing industries. There is a substantial amount of 

variation across industries. For example, Pulp, Paper and Printing is an industry with 

high downstream FDI concentration (at the 75th percentile of the average downstream 

FDI concentration distribution), while Textile industry is an industry with low 

downstream FDI concentration (at the 25th percentile of the average downstream FDI 

concentration distribution). The downstream FDI concentration of the Pulp, Paper and 

Printing industry (0.0571) is more than triple that of the Textile industry (0.0175).  

[Figure 1 is about here.] 

2.3. Control variables 

Industry-level controls. In the baseline specification, we include a rich set of 

industry-level characteristics as control variables. First, to control for potential 

confounding effects of FDI through forward and horizontal linkages, we include the 

measures of horizontal and upstream FDI concentration as covariates in the baseline 

regression. Specifically, we follow the literature to compute the concentration of FDI 
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in the upstream and horizontal industries, respectively, and provide details on the 

construction of the upstream FDI concentration and the FDI concentration in horizontal 

industries in the Appendix B. 

Second, our baseline specification also controls for the confounding effect arising 

from market competition posed by producers at home. Here we measure the degree of 

market competition at the industry level using the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) 

constructed from the ASIF data. Specifically, for each industry, we calculate its HHI 

value based on the sales shares of top ten largest firms within the industry. The smaller 

the HHI index value, the more competitive the industry.  

Last, we also include the industry-level import tariff rate to control for the potential 

confounding effect associated with the product competition from abroad. We obtain he 

product-level import tariff rates from the World Integrated Trade Solution (WITS) and 

compute the industry-level average import tariff rates, weighted by each product’s 

import share within the industry. Domestic producers in industries with lower import 

tariff rates generally face more fierce competition from imported goods. 

Firm-level controls. Apart from the above industry-level controls, our baseline 

specification also controls for a set of firms-level attributes, such as size, age, profit 

margin, leverage, and liquidity ratio. As well documented in the literature (e.g., Javorcik, 

2004; Lu, Tao and Zhu, 2017), the presence of FDI in production networks can generate 

productivity spillovers, particularly through backward linkages, to local firms in host 

economies. To rule out the possibility that the FDI’s financial spillovers we document 

are purely driven by productivity spillovers, we include firm productivity, measured by 

the firm-level total factor productivity (TFP), as a control variable in the baseline 

specification. Our primary TFP measure is computed based on the method developed 

in Olley and Pakes (1996). For robustness, we also use alternative TFP measures 
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calculated using the methods in Levinsohn and Petrin (2003), Ackerberg, Caves, and 

Frazer (2015), and Wooldridge (2009), respectively. We provide detailed variable 

definitions in the Appendix B and the summary statistics of key variables in the 

Appendix C. 

 

3. Evidence on the Trade Credit Channel 

3.1. Baseline Results 

One plausible channel through which the presence of FDIs in the downstream 

benefits local firms financially is to reduce local suppliers’ trade credit provision and 

improve their liquidity resilience. In Figure 2, we graph a binned scatter plot for the 

relationship between firms’ accounts receivable to sales ratios and downstream FDI 

concentration, conditional on the set of industry- and firm-level controls and firm fixed 

effects. The relation is estimated using the sample of domestic private non-exporting 

firms in the ASIF data over the period 2000 – 2007.  There is a clear negative 

association between local suppliers’ accounts receivable and the degree of FDI 

concentration in their downstream industries.  

[Figure 2 is about here.] 

To formally test for the trade credit channel, we rely on the variations in 

downstream FDI concentration across industries and compare the trade credit 

provisions of local suppliers belonging to industries with different levels of downstream 

FDI concentration. Specifically, we estimate the following baseline regression: 

𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑐(4" = 𝜇 + 𝛾𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚_𝐹𝐷𝐼4" + 𝑍4"; 𝜆 + 𝑋("; 𝜁 + 𝜙( + 𝜅&" + 𝜀(4"          (3) 

where i denotes firm, j denotes industry, r denotes the province, and t denotes the year. 

The dependent variable (arec) is firm i’s accounts receivable, scaled by its sales, used 

as a measure of the firm’s trade credit extension to its downstream customers. 𝑍4" and 
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𝑋("  are the vectors of industry- and firm-level controls, respectively. 𝜙(  is the firm 

fixed effects that absorb all time-invariant firm-level heterogeneities. 𝜅&"  is the 

province-year fixed effects that capture time-varying province-specific shocks.  

We are particularly interested in the coefficient on the variable 𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚$/1, 

as it reflects the effect of downstream FDI concentration on local suppliers’ trade credit 

provision. A significantly negative coefficient ( 𝛾 < 0 ) indicates that a greater 

concentration of FDI in the downstream is associated with less trade credit provision 

by local suppliers. This is consistent with the trade credit channel for FDI’s financial 

spillovers through backward linkages.  

Using the ASIF data between 2000 and 2007, we estimate our baseline regression 

and present estimation results in Table 1. Column (1) only includes the downstream 

FDI concentration variable alongside province-year fixed effects and firm fixed effects. 

In Column (2), we control for industry-level characteristics, such as horizontal FDI 

concentration, upstream FDI concentration, the HHI, and import tariff rate. Column (3) 

further adds firm-level controls including age, size, profit, leverage, and liquidity ratio. 

In all three columns, the estimated coefficient on the downstream FDI concentration 

variable is always negative and statistically significant, suggesting that local suppliers 

with a greater concentration of FDI in their downstream industries extend significantly 

less amount of trade credit to their customers.  

The estimated effect on trade credit provision is also economically sizable. An 

increase in downstream FDI concentration from the 25th to 75th percentile would lead 

to a decrease in the accounts receivable to sales ratio by about 0.83 percentage point, 

equivalent to around 9.52% reduction relative to the median accounts receivable to sales 

ratio (8.74 percent).4 

 
4 When downstream FDI concentration rises from the 25th percentile (0.016) to the 75th percentile (0.068), this 
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[Table 1 is about here.] 

3.2. Robustness Checks 

In this subsection, we conduct a battery of sensitivity checks to ensure the 

robustness of our main finding. First, we consider alternative measures of trade credit 

provision and downstream FDI concentration. One potential concern about our primary 

measure of trade credit provision is that it is constructed using the end-of-year accounts 

receivable and thus may not necessarily reflect the amount of trade credit extended to 

customers throughout the year. To deal with this concern, in Column (1) of Table 2, we 

take the average of beginning-of-year and end-of-year accounts receivable and use the 

average accounts receivable, scaled by sales, as an alternative measure of trade credit 

provision. In columns (2) and (3), we check the robustness of our results to alternative 

measures of downstream FDI concentration. Specifically, we compute the industry-

level foreign capital participation (FCP) in two alternative ways. One is to replace a 

firm’s foreign capital share with a foreign ownership dummy that equals one if the firm 

is registered as a foreign-invested enterprise and zero otherwise. The other is to weigh 

each firm’s foreign capital share by its sales share instead of the input usage share 

(Javorcik, 2004). As evident from the first three columns of Table 2, using these 

alternative measures does not alter our main results. We continue to find a significantly 

negative coefficient on the downstream FDI concentration variable. 

Second, we check whether our results hold in different estimation samples. In 

columns (4) and (5) of Table 2, we re-estimate the baseline specification by including 

exporting firms and non-exporting SOEs, respectively.5 We find that the estimated 

 
would cause the accounts receivable to sales ratio to drop by 0.0083 [0.160×(0.068-0.016)], i.e., 0.83 percentage 
point. 
5 We include the share of exports in a firm’s total sales as an additional control in column (4) of Table 2. We also 
tried to include an interaction term between the SOE dummy and downstream FDI concentration in column (5) of 
Table 2. We found that the trade credit reduction effect is significantly weaker for SOEs. 
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coefficient on the downstream FDI concentration variable remains negative and 

statistically significant in both cases.  

[Table 2 is about here.] 

Last, we check the robustness of our results to the inclusion of additional controls 

for downstream characteristics that may be related to both downstream FDI 

concentration and trade credit provision. The first set of downstream controls we 

consider are related to the overall demand for external funding in downstream industries. 

If foreign investors happened to invest in industries that require less trade credit 

financing or external fund financing, it could be argued that our results simply reflected 

the overall trade credit dependence or external finance dependence in downstream 

industries rather than FDI’s financial spillovers through the trade credit channel. To 

address this concern, in columns (1) and (2) of Table 3, we include downstream 

industries’ dependence on trade credit and external finance as additional controls, 

respectively. Specifically, for a supplier industry j, the two measures of its downstream 

external funding demand are respectively constructed by using the industry-level data 

of trade credit dependence and external finance dependence from Manova, Wei and 

Zhang (2015) and averaging across industry j’s downstream industries with weight 

equal to each downstream industry’s local input usage share.  

Second, we control for the confounding effect associated with the over intensity of 

market competition in downstream industries. Since intense competition among 

downstream customers tend to increase suppliers’ bargaining power and reduce their 

incentives to offer trade credit, and if FDIs tended to flow to more competitive 

industries, there might be a concern that the trade credit reduction effect we document 

was resulted from fierce competition among downstream customers rather than FDI’s 

financial spillovers through the trade credit channel. To alleviate this concern, in 
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column (3), we add to the regression an additional control for the extent of market 

competition among downstream customers. Here we measure the downstream market 

competition by averaging HHI values across downstream industries with their 

respective input usage shares as weights.  

The third downstream control is related to the extent of relationship specificity in 

downstream industries. As documented in the trade credit literature (e.g., Cuñat, 2007), 

suppliers have strong incentives to extend trade credit to their customers when they 

produce inputs that require relation-specific investment. If foreign investors prefer 

industries that require less relation-specific inputs, then the negative relation between 

downstream FDI concentration and local suppliers’ trade credit provision would be 

caused by lower downstream relationship specificity rather than FDI’ financial 

spillovers through the trade credit channel. To rule out this possibility, we use the 

contract intensity index from Nunn (2007) as a proxy for relationship specificity at the 

industry level. For each supplier industry j, we compute its downstream contract 

intensity by averaging the contract intensity index over all of its downstream industries, 

using each industry’s local input usage share as weight. We then include the 

downstream contract intensity variable as an additional control in column (4) of Table 

3.  

Finally, anecdotal evidence suggests that SOEs in China are prone to abuse their 

local suppliers by asking for more trade credit and often delaying payments. If FDIs 

tended to flow into industries with fewer SOEs, the negative relation between 

downstream FDI concentration and trade credit provision we document could be 

explained by the limited presence of SOEs in the downstream instead of FDIs’ financial 

spillovers. To address this concern, we construct a measure of downstream SOE 
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concentration in a similar way as the downstream FDI concentration variable is 

constructed and include it as an additional control in column (5) of Table 3. 

Overall, including these additional controls of downstream characteristics does not 

affect our main results. The estimated coefficients on the downstream FDI 

concentration variable are always negative and statistically significant at the 1% level 

in all cases. As for the additional controls included, the estimated coefficients on 

downstream HHI, downstream contract intensity, and downstream SOE concentration 

are all positive and statistically significant. That is, local suppliers provide more trade 

credit when their downstream is less competitive, when they are more engaged in 

supplying relationship-specific inputs, or when their downstream is dominated by SOEs. 

As far as downstream trade credit dependence and external finance dependence are 

concerned, we find that they have statistically insignificant effects on local suppliers’ 

trade credit provision. 

[Table 3 is about here.] 

3.3. Establishing Causality 

There are two potential threats to our identification of the causal impact of 

downstream FDI concentration on local suppliers’ trade credit provision. One is FDIs’ 

non-random selection into an industry and the other is local suppliers’ self-selection 

into an industry. In this section, we adopt three strategies to deal with the potential 

selection problem. The first strategy is to construct a policy-based instrumental variable 

(IV) for the downstream FDI concentration variable, based on China’s FDI 

liberalization policy following its WTO accession (e.g., Sheng and Yang, 2016; Lu, Tao, 

and Zhu, 2017). Our second strategy is to restrict the estimation to a subsample of firms 

that have already existed by 2000 (i.e., the beginning year of our sample period) to 

alleviate the potential bias associated with local suppliers’ self-selection into an industry. 
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Last, to further strengthen our causal identification, we also conduct a placebo test by 

randomly assigning downstream FDI concentration across industries and over time. 

3.3.1 IV regression results 

In our IV regressions, we resort to China’s regulatory policy change on foreign 

investment industries after joining the WTO and construct a policy-based IV for the 

downstream FDI concentration variable. Although the Chinese government tried to 

attract FDI inflows after its economic reform in 1978, FDIs were still restricted to a 

limited number of industries in China before its accession to the WTO. To fulfill its 

commitments to the WTO, in April 2002, the Chinese government made a major 

revision to its Catalogue for the Guidance of Foreign Investment Industries and 

substantially expanded the industries that FDI is allowed. Given that this regulatory 

policy change on FDI industries mainly resulted from fulfilling the Chinese 

government’s commitments to the WTO, it can be viewed as an exogenous shock to the 

concentration of FDI across industries in China.  

To construct the policy-based IV, following Lu, Tao and Zhu (2017), we first 

identify industries that have experienced an increase in openness to FDI since 2002 by 

comparing the revised version of the Catalogue with an earlier version issued in 1997. 

In the Catalogues, industries are categorized into four groups according to the degree 

of openness to FDI inflows: (1) industries where FDI is prohibited; (2) industries where 

FDI is restricted; (3) industries where FDI is permitted; and (4) industries where FDI is 

encouraged. For each industry, we assign an index value ranging from 1 to 4, with a 

larger value indicating greater openness to FDI inflows. If an industry has an increase 

in its index value following the 2002 revision of the Catalogue, we consider it as being 

more open to FDI inflows after that.  
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Next, we create a binary indicator (MoreOpen) that takes on the value of one if an 

industry becomes more open to FDI inflows according to the revised Catalogue and 

zero otherwise. For a supplier industry j, we then construct its downstream FDI 

openness as follows:  

𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚_𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛4" = ∑ α4!"∀!,!74 ×𝑀𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛! × 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡"                (4) 

where 𝛼4!"  is the proportion of the supplier industry j’s local output sold to its 

downstream industry k in year t. Post is an indicator for years after the policy change.6 

We shall use Downstream_Open as the IV for the downstream FDI concentration 

variable. Particularly, we expect the IV to be positively correlated with the downstream 

FDI concentration variable for the rising openness to FDI in downstream industries 

following the FDI regulatory policy change in 2002 would stimulate more FDI inflows, 

leading to a greater concentration of FDI concentration in downstream industries. In 

Figure 3, we present a binned scatterplot for the association between the IV 

(downstream FDI openness) and downstream FDI concentration, conditional the 

baseline controls and firm fixed effects. The positive correlation between the two 

variables confirms the relevance of the IV.  

[Figure 3 is about here.] 

While Lu, Tao and Zhu (2017) has provided careful and thorough discussions about 

the exogeneity of the FDI regulatory policy change and the validity of exclusion 

restrictions associated with this policy-change-based IV, here we further show that the 

IV is uncorrelated with supplier industries’ characteristics prior to the FDI regulatory 

policy change. Specifically, we regress the IV on the interactions of initial industry-

level characteristics with year dummies along with industry and year fixed effects. We 

 
6 Given that the Catalog revision became effective on April 1, 2002, we follow Lu, Tao, and Zhu (2017) to assign 
the value of the Post variable to be 1 since 2003, 3/4 for the year of 2002, and 0 otherwise. We also tried to set the 
Post dummy to one for years since 2002 and obtained similar results.   
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consider a rich set of initial industry-level characteristics, including industry median 

TFP, asset size, age, value added growth, and Z-score as well as the share of firms with 

high external finance dependence in year 2000.  

Figure 4 plots the estimated coefficients on the interactions of initial characteristics 

with year dummies alongside their 95% confidence intervals, using year 2000 as the 

reference. In all cases, the estimated coefficients on the interaction terms are statistically 

insignificant and quantitatively small, suggesting that the policy-induced increase in 

openness to FDI in downstream industries is not related to supplier industries’ initial 

productivity, asset size, firm age, output growth, and financial constraints in a 

systematic way. Given that a set of time-varying firm-level characteristics, including 

the TFP, asset size, age, profitability, leverage ratio, and liquidity ratio, are explicitly 

controlled in the baseline regression, we believe that the IV (downstream FDI openness) 

is less likely to affect local suppliers’ trade credit provision via other channels directly 

than the concentration of FDI in the downstream.  

[Figure 4 is about here.] 

We present the estimation results from the IV regressions in Table 4. Column (1) 

reports the reduced-form result for the effect of our policy-based IV, downstream FDI 

openness, on the accounts receivable to sales ratio. As expected, the estimated 

coefficient on the policy-based IV is negative and statistically significant at the 5% level.  

In column (2), we report the two-stage least square (2SLS) estimation results from 

the IV regression. The second-stage coefficient on the downstream FDI concentration 

variable remains negative and statistically significant. Note that the first-stage 

coefficient on the downstream FDI openness variable is positive and statistically 

significant, confirming that our policy-based IV is indeed relevant. Besides, the 
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Kleibergen-Paap Wald rk F test statistic reported in the bottom panel also verifies that 

the IV (downstream FDI openness) is not weak in this case.  

[Table 4 is about here.] 

3.3.2. Results from the pre-existing firm subsample 

Another concern over our finding of the trade credit reduction effect is that it may 

be driven by local suppliers’ non-random self-selection into certain industries. If these 

local suppliers were innately less willing (and/or able) to offer trade credit and 

endogenously chose to enter industries whose downstream customers demand less trade 

credit, this could also give rise to the negative association between the trade credit 

provision and downstream FDI concentration.  

To address this concern, we restrict our attention to a subsample of firms that have 

already established by 2000, the beginning year of our sample period, and re-estimate 

the baseline specification using this pre-existing firm subsample. Columns (3) and (4) 

of Table 4 report the OLS and IV estimation results from this exercise. We continue to 

find a negative and statistically significant coefficient on the downstream FDI 

concentration variable in both columns. These results thus ensure that our results are 

unlikely to be fully driven by the self-selection bias associated with local suppliers. 

3.3.3. Placebo test results 

To further strengthen the identification, we also perform a placebo test by randomly 

assigning the value of downstream FDI concentration across supplier industries over 

time and re-estimating the baseline specification (i.e., equation 3) with the artificially 

generated downstream FDI concentration data. We repeat this process 500 times to 

obtain the distribution of the estimated coefficient on the downstream FDI 

concentration variable.  
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Conceptually, the artificially generated downstream FDI concentration should have 

no impact on local suppliers’ trade credit provision, given the nature of the random 

assignment. If the estimated coefficient on downstream FDI concentration (γ) were 

found to be statistically significant in the artificially generated data, this would indicate 

that some unobserved heterogeneities may be responsible for our results. To the extent 

that the estimated coefficient on the downstream FDI concentration variable from this 

placebo test is statistically insignificant and close to zero, this would make us more 

confident that the negative effect of downstream FDI concentration on local suppliers’ 

trade credit provision we document is not fully driven by the unobserved 

heterogeneities at the firm or industry level.   

In Figure 5, we graph the distribution of the estimated coefficients on the 

downstream FDI concentration variable. It has a mean close to zero (-0.001), with a 

standard deviation of 0.0173. Note that our baseline estimate (-0.160), shown in the last 

column of Table 1, is well below the distribution’s 1st percentile (-0.042). These placebo 

test results confirm that unobserved factors are not the main drivers behind our findings 

and our results are indeed informative about the causal relation between trade credit 

provision and downstream FDI concentration. 

[Figure 5 is about here.] 

3.4. Heterogeneity  

To gain more insight into the vertical financial spillovers of FDI through the trade 

credit channel, we further explore heterogeneities in the trade credit effect of 

downstream FDI concentration. Specifically, we shall examine the heterogeneous trade 

credit effects associated with the characteristics of downstream customers and local 

suppliers, respectively. 
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In panel A of Table 5, we check whether the trade credit effect varies with the 

financial soundness of downstream FDI customers. Now that not all FDI buyers have 

equally good financial conditions, their demand for trade credit financing may differ, 

leading to differential impacts on their local suppliers’ trade credit provision. 

Conceptually, we would expect a more substantial trade credit saving effect for local 

suppliers serving financially less constrained downstream FDI customers. To test this 

idea, we consider four important characteristics of downstream FDI customers, 

including their foreign ownership structure, age profile, trade credit dependence, and 

external finance dependence.  

First, we group foreign-invested firms into two types: joint ventures (JVs) and 

wholly-owned multinationals (WOMs). As well documented in the literature (e.g., 

Manova, Wei, and Zhang, 2015), wholly-owned multinationals have a significantly 

larger financial advantage than joint ventures in China. Motivated by this stylized fact, 

we decompose the downstream FDI concentration variable into two subcomponents: 

downstream JV concentration and downstream WOM concentration. We then regress 

the accounts receivable to sales ratio on these two subcomponents alongside the set of 

controls and fixed effects in the baseline specification. We find that the estimated 

coefficient on downstream WOM concentration is negative and statistically significant 

while that on downstream JV concentration is statistically insignificant.   

Second, we classify firms into young and old ones according to the median firm 

age within each industry and decompose the downstream FDI concentration variable 

into downstream young FDI concentration and downstream old FDI concentration. 

Given that old firms generally have better access to financing and hence are financially 

less constrained than young firms, we shall expect stronger trade credit reduction effect 

for local suppliers serving old downstream FDI customers. This expectation is borne 
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out in the data as we find a significantly negative coefficient on downstream old FDI 

concentration but an insignificant one on downstream young FDI concentration.7 

Third, we check whether FDIs concentrated in industries with different dependence 

on trade credit dependence or external financing would lead to differential impacts on 

local suppliers’ trade credit provision. Conceptually, we would expect a stronger trade 

credit reduction effect for local suppliers with foreign-invested customers concentrated 

in downstream industries of high dependence on trade credit or external financing. To 

test for this heterogeneous trade credit effect, we group industries into high- and low-

dependence ones according to the median trade credit dependence (external finance 

dependence) and replace downstream FDI concentration with high-dependence and 

low-dependence downstream FDI concentration, respectively. Consistent with our 

expectation, the estimated coefficients on high-dependence downstream FDI 

concentration are significantly negative while those on low-dependence downstream 

FDI concentration are statistically insignificant.  

In panel B of Table 5, we also explore the heterogeneity in the trade credit effect 

associated with local suppliers’ attributes. Presumably, as compared to financial 

unconstrained suppliers, those financially constrained ones can potentially benefit more 

from FDI’s financial spillovers through the trade credit channel. Here we consider two 

proxies for the extent of financial constraints faced by local suppliers. One is local 

suppliers’ dependence on external financing. Likewise, we divide the local suppliers 

into high- and low-dependence ones according to the median external finance 

 
7 Since many foreign-invested firms are recently established after China’s WTO accession and relatively young as 
compared with some domestically-owned firms, one may argue that the trade credit effect we document simply 
reflects the familiarity bias of local suppliers. That is, local suppliers are less willing to offer trade credit to 
downstream FDI customers due to unfamiliarity with newly established downstream FDI customers. If this 
familiarity bias hypothesis was true, we would expect the negative effect on trade credit provision to be more 
pronounced when local suppliers are faced with a greater concentration of young FDI customers in the downstream. 
Our finding that the negative effect on trade credit provision is mainly driven by old downstream FDI customers 
rather than young ones clearly contradicts the familiarity bias hypothesis. 
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dependence. We then replace the downstream FDI concentration variable with its 

respective interactions with high-dependence and low-dependence indicators. The other 

is local suppliers’ financial vulnerability. Specifically, we compute the Z-score for each 

local supplier following Altman (2005) and sort local suppliers into terciles based on 

their Z-scores. We classify the local suppliers whose Z-scores belong to the bottom 

tercile of the Z-scores as the ones that have high financial vulnerability. We then replace 

the downstream FDI concentration variable with its respective interactions with high-

vulnerability and low-vulnerability indicators. As shown in panel B of Table 5, the 

estimated coefficients on the interactions with high-dependence (high-vulnerability) 

indicator are always statistically more significant and quantitatively larger than those 

on the interactions with low-dependence (low-vulnerability) indicator. That is, an 

increase in downstream FDI concentration yields more pronounced trade credit 

reduction effect for local suppliers with high dependence on external financing or 

greater financial vulnerabilities.  

Overall, the above results in Table 5 show that there is substantial heterogeneity in 

the effect of downstream FDI concentration on local suppliers’ trade credit provision. 

The trade credit reduction effect is particularly marked for local suppliers whose 

foreign-invested customers have a strong financing advantage and whose potential 

gains from the FDI financial spillovers are vast. These findings thus lend further support 

to our hypothesis on FDIs’ beneficial financial spillovers through backward linkages.   

[Table 5 is about here.] 

3.5. Ruling Out Alternative Explanations 

To further establish the internal validity of our study, in this subsection, we make 

efforts to rule out several alternative explanations for the negative relation between 

downstream FDI concentration and the trade credit provision by local suppliers we 
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document. In particular, we examine four competing explanations for our results, 

including productivity spillover, mistrust of foreign buyers, price discrimination, and 

the composition effect. 

3.5.1. Productivity spillover  

Previous studies have documented that the presence of foreign-invested firms in a 

production network can bring positive productivity spillovers to local firms, especially 

those in developing economies, through production chain linkages. If such beneficial 

productivity spillovers caused an increase in local suppliers’ bargaining power in 

transactions or an improvement in their trade credit management, this would also lead 

to a negative relation between downstream FDI concentration and the trade credit 

provision by local suppliers.  

To rule out the possibility that our results are fully driven by the productivity 

spillovers of downstream FDI customers to local suppliers, we have explicitly 

controlled for local suppliers’ TFP levels, calculated using the method in Olley and 

Pakes (1996), in each regression. In all cases, the significantly negative effect of 

downstream FDI concentration on local suppliers’ trade credit provision is found after 

controlling for the firm-level TFP. We also use alternative TFP measures, constructed 

based on the methods proposed by Levinsohn and Petrin (2003), Ackerberg, Caves, and 

Frazer (2015), and Wooldridge (2009), respectively, and obtain similar results. 

Another strategy we take to rule out this alternative explanation is to examine 

whether the trade credit reduction effect would vary with local suppliers’ potential gains 

from the productivity spillovers of FDI. If productivity spillover was indeed the driving 

force behind our result, we should expect the trade credit reduction effect to be 

particularly marked for local suppliers that benefited more from the productivity 

spillover.  
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To that end, we interact downstream FDI concentration with TFP level and TFP 

growth, respectively, and include the interaction term into the baseline regression. Table 

6 reports the estimation results from this exercise. Regardless of the TFP measures used, 

we always find the estimated coefficients on the newly included interaction terms are 

statistically insignificant with mixed signs. That is, neither a firm’s TFP level nor its 

TFP growth plays a significant role in shaping the trade credit reduction effect. 

Therefore, there is no evidence that firms with a higher TFP level or faster TFP growth 

benefit more from FDI’s financial spillovers. These results suggest that our results are 

unlikely to be entirely driven by the productivity spillover explanation.      

[Table 6 is about here.] 

3.5.2. Mistrust of foreign buyers 

The second alternative explanation for the trade credit reduction effect of 

downstream FDI concentration we document could be that local suppliers lack trust in 

their foreign-invested customers in the downstream. If local suppliers had a low general 

level of trust in foreign-invested customers for some reasons (e.g., differences in belief 

systems, values, perceptions, expectations, and behavior, etc.), they would be less 

willing to offer trade credit to foreign-invested customers, which would give rise to the 

negative relation between their trade credit provision and the concentration of FDI in 

the downstream.   

To what extent are our results driven by the mistrust explanation? We tackle this 

issue by exploiting regional variations in people’s trust in foreigners across provinces 

in which local suppliers are located. If the mistrust mechanism is indeed responsible for 

our results, we would expect an attenuated effect on trade credit reduction for local 

suppliers established in provinces with higher levels of trust in foreigners. To test this 

idea, we resort to the World Value Survey Wave 5 (Inglehart et al., 2020), where 
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individual respondents from China were asked to rank their trust in foreigners from 1 

to 5, with a larger value representing greater trust in foreigners. We take the average of 

the individual-level trust attitude for each province and use it as a proxy for people’s 

general trust in foreigners at the province level. We then add the interaction of 

downstream FDI concentration with the trust variable to the baseline specification and 

report the estimation results in column (1) of Table 7. The estimated coefficient on the 

interaction term between downstream FDI concentration and trust is statistically 

insignificant, with a sign opposite to the prediction of the mistrust mechanism. This 

result makes us more confident that local suppliers’ mistrust of foreign-invested 

customers is unlikely driving our main findings.  

[Table 7 is about here.] 

3.5.3. Price discrimination 

The third potential explanation is based on the price discrimination theory of trade 

credit (Brennan, Maksimovics, and Zechner, 1988). According to this theory, sellers 

can use trade credit as a strategic tool for price discrimination. If local suppliers offer 

price discounts to buyers who pay in cash and foreign-invested buyers prefer to pay 

cash to take advantage of the price discounts, this price discrimination theory of trade 

credit could also explain the negative effect of downstream FDI concentration on trade 

credit provision.   

To check on this alternative explanation, we follow Barrot (2016) to examine 

whether local suppliers’ profits vary systemically with the degree of FDI concentration 

in their downstream industries. If the price discrimination theory were responsible for 

our results, we would expect significantly smaller profit margins for local suppliers with 

greater FDI concentration in their downstream industries. In Column (2) of Table 7, we 

regress local suppliers’ profits, scaled by sales, on downstream FDI concentration along 
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with the set of controls and fixed effects in the baseline specification. Contrary to the 

prediction of the price discrimination theory, a greater concentration of FDI in 

downstream industries is associated with a significantly larger profit margin for local 

suppliers as the estimated coefficient on the downstream FDI concentration variable is 

positive and statistically significant. This result thus helps to alleviate the concern that 

our findings are driven by local suppliers practicing price discrimination with trade 

credit. 

3.5.4. The composition effect 

The last competing explanation we evaluate is the composition effect. Since our 

data on accounts receivable are aggregated at the firm level, we cannot distinguish the 

trade credit provided to local customers from those extended to foreign-invested 

customers. If local suppliers value local buyer less when there are more foreign-invested 

customers in the downstream, they may substantially reduce the amount of trade credit 

extended to local buyers. As such, one could argue that, even if the local suppliers keep 

their trade credit provision to foreign-invested customers unchanged, the cut in trade 

credit to local buyers can still generate a decline in the total accounts receivable at the 

firm level, leading to a negative relation between downstream FDI concentration and 

accounts receivable.    

To assess this potential explanation, we focus on local buyers and regress their 

accounts payable, scaled by the cost of goods sold, on the horizontal FDI concentration 

measure. If the composition effect were indeed driving our results, we would expect 

significantly fewer accounts payable held by domestic buyers when more of their 

industry peers are foreign-invested firms. Column (3) of Table 7 presents the estimation 

result from this exercise. We find that the estimated coefficient on the horizontal FDI 

concentration variable is statistically insignificant, even with a positive sign. This result 
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is clearly inconsistent with the composition effect explanation, indicating that the 

composition effect explanation is unlikely to be the driving force behind our results.  

 

4. Evidence on the Bank Loan Channel 

4.1. Basic Results 

As discussed in the introduction section, another channel through which local 

suppliers can benefit financially from serving foreign-invested customers in the 

downstream is their improved access to bank loans. We start with presenting some 

visual evidence for the bank loan channel, based on a sample of domestically-owned 

listed firms over the period 2000 – 2007. Figure 6 graphs a binned scatterplot for the 

relationship between firm’s access to banks loans, measured as the loan to asset ratio, 

and downstream FDI concentration, conditional on the set of industry- and firm-level 

controls in the baseline specification and firm fixed effects. The positive association 

between the two variables indicate that a greater degree of FDI concentration in 

downstream industries is related to a higher loan to asset ratio for local suppliers. 

[Figure 6 is about here.] 

To formally test for the bank loan channel of FDI’s financial spillovers, we 

compare the amount of bank loans obtained by local suppliers across industries with 

varying degree of FDI concentration in the downstream. Specifically, we estimate the 

following specification: 

𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑛(4" = 𝜇 + 𝛽𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚_𝐹𝐷𝐼4" + 𝑍4"; 𝜆 + 𝑋("; 𝜁 + 𝜙( + 𝜅&" + 𝜀(4"          (5) 

where the dependent variable, 𝑳𝒐𝒂𝒏𝒊𝒋𝒕, is the total amount of bank loans obtained by 

local supplier i in year t, scaled by the firm’s assets. 𝒁𝒋𝒕 and 𝑿𝒊𝒕 are the vectors of 

industry-level and firm-level controls, respectively. As before, we also include firm-

level TFP productivity in the vector 𝑿𝒊𝒕 to control for the potential confounding effects 
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associated with FDI’s productivity spillovers. We also add to the vector 𝒁𝒋𝒕 the 

horizontal and upstream FDI concentration variables to control for potential spillovers 

of FDI through horizontal and forward linkages. 𝝓𝒊 is the firm fixed effect, and 𝜿𝒓𝒕 

is the province-year fixed effect.  

We are interested in the estimated coefficient on the downstream FDI 

concentration variable, 𝜷, which reflects the impact of downstream FDI concentration 

on the amount of bank loans obtained by local suppliers. If supplying to foreign-

invested customers improves local suppliers’ access to bank loans, we should expect 

the coefficient on the downstream FDI concentration variable to be significantly 

positive (𝜷 > 𝟎).  

We estimate the above specification using a sample of Chinese publicly listed 

firms over the period 2000 – 2007 and report the estimation results in Table 8. Column 

(1) presents the estimated effect of downstream FDI concentration on the total amount 

of loans. The positive and statistically significant coefficient on the downstream FDI 

concentration variable indicates that a greater concentration of FDI customers in the 

downstream is associated with substantially larger amount of bank loans obtained by 

local suppliers.  

Note that the estimated bank loan effect of downstream FDI concentration is also 

economically meaningful. For a local supplier, holding everything else constant, a rise 

in its downstream FDI concentration to from the 25th percentile to the 75th percentile 

would increase its total bank loans (as a share of asset size) by 7.4 percentage points, 

equivalent to about 42% increase relative to the average loan-to-asset ratio in the 

sample.8 

 
8 When downstream FDI concentration rises from the 25th percentile (0.016) to the 75th percentile (0.068), holding 
other things constant, this would cause the total amount of bank loans (as a share of asset size) to rise by 0.074 
[1.422×(0.068-0.016)], i.e., 7.4 percentage points. Given that the total-loan-to-asset ratio has a sample mean of 
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To establish the causality from downstream FDI concentration to local suppliers’ 

bank loan access, we also estimate the IV regression for total bank loans, using the 

policy-based IV for downstream FDI concentration. Column (2) of Table 8 reports the 

IV regression results of the total bank loan effect. We continue to find a positive and 

statistically significant coefficient on the downstream FDI concentration variable, 

indicating that our results are informative about the causal impact of downstream FDI 

concentration on local suppliers’ access to bank loans. It is worth noting that our policy-

based IV remains positively and significantly related to the downstream FDI 

concentration variable. The Kleibergen-Paap Wald rk F test statistic reported in the 

bottom panel also confirms that our IV is not weak.    

In addition, to address the potential bias associated with local suppliers’ 

endogenous selection into a particular industry, we also re-estimate the IV regression 

by using the subsample of local suppliers that were established before 2000. As shown 

in column (3), the estimated coefficient on downstream FDI concentration remains 

statistically significant and positive. 

[Table 8 is about here.] 

4.2. Information Friction 

To gain more insights into the bank loan channel for FDI’s financial spillovers, we 

explore the role of information friction in determining the bank loan effect of 

downstream FDI concentration. It has been well documented in the literature (e.g., 

Akerlof, 1970; Stiglitz and Weiss, 1981; Petersen and Rajan, 1995) that information 

asymmetry plays an instrumental role in credit allocation. Borrowers with higher degree 

of information friction generally face more challenges acquiring loans, especially 

unsecured loans that do not require borrowers to pledge assets as collaterals but rely 

 
0.176, this increase of 7.4 percentage points is equivalent to around 42% increase relative to the sample mean.   
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more on borrower’s soft information. If supplying to foreign-invested customers in the 

downstream indeed helps to reduce information asymmetry (e.g., by providing external 

monitoring and implicit certification to local suppliers), we should expect a more 

pronounced positive effect of downstream FDI concentration for unsecured loans 

relative to collateralized loans or when local suppliers suffer from severer information 

friction. 

To test this idea, we first decompose total bank loans obtained by local suppliers 

into collateralized loans and unsecured loans and examine the impacts of downstream 

FDI concentration on these two types of loans in panels B and C of Table 8, respectively. 

The OLS and IV estimates from the full sample are reported in the first two columns of 

each panel. In the last column of each panel, we also present the IV estimates obtained 

from the subsample of local suppliers existing prior to year 2000.  

While the estimated loan effects of downstream FDI concentration are always 

positive and statistically significant for both types of loans, the estimated coefficient in 

the unsecured loan regression is quantitatively larger than that in the collateralized loan 

regression. That is, downstream FDI concentration indeed has a substantially larger 

positive impact on unsecured loans than on collateralized loans. These results are 

consistent with the bank loan channel that centers on the role of foreign-invested 

customers in reducing information frictions between local suppliers and lenders.  

Next, we examine whether the bank loan effect of downstream FDI concentration 

differs across local suppliers facing different degree of information frictions. To that 

end, we consider two measures of information frictions commonly used in the 

accounting and finance literature. One is the negative coefficient of skewness in stock 

returns (Chen, Hong, and Stein, 2001; Piotroski, Wong, and Zhang, 2015). A larger 

value of this measure represents greater suppression of negative information on a firm 
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and hence a higher degree of information friction. We obtain the data on stock returns 

from the CSMAR and compute the negative coefficient of skewness for each listed firm 

in our sample. 

The other information friction measure is the dispersion in analysts’ earnings 

forecasts (Zhang, 2006; Banerjee, 2011). A higher dispersion in analysts’ forecasts 

reflects more severe information uncertainty surrounding firms’ earnings and thus 

greater information friction. To capture an industry’s intrinsic nature of information 

friction, we extract the consensus (one-year-ahead) earnings forecasts from the I/B/E/S 

database and compute the standard deviation of the earnings forecasts for each listed 

firm included in the US Compustat database. We then take the average of the forecast 

dispersion over the period 1996-2005 for the median firm in each industry and use it as 

an industry-level measure of information friction.  

We sort local suppliers into high- and low-information-friction groups according 

to the sample median of the information friction measure and then re-estimate the 

baseline regression for the two groups, respectively. Panel A of Table 9 summarizes the 

estimation results for the total amount of loans obtained by local suppliers. Regardless 

of the information friction measure used, we always find that the effect of downstream 

FDI concentration on total loans is statistically significant for suppliers of high 

information friction only, albeit positive for both groups. Quantitatively speaking, the 

magnitude of the total loan effect is also substantially larger for suppliers with high 

information frictions, more than double that for low-information-friction suppliers.  

In panel B of Table 9, we report the estimated impacts of downstream FDI 

concentration on unsecured loans. Similar to the effects on total loans, the estimated 

coefficient on downstream FDI concentration is statistically significant for high-

information-friction suppliers only, albeit positive for both types of suppliers. 
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Furthermore, the size of the impact on unsecured loans is more substantial for supplier 

facing high information frictions than those facing low information frictions.  

Panel C presents the estimation results for collateral loans. We notice that the 

estimated coefficients on the downstream FDI concentration variable are significantly 

positive for both high- and low-information-friction suppliers, though the estimated 

effect is slightly larger for high-information-friction suppliers. These findings are not 

hard to comprehend given that, unlike unsecured loans, collateralized loans require 

borrowers to pledge their assets as collaterals and hence make information frictions less 

of an issue.   

[Table 9 is about here.] 

Taken together, our evidence above provides strong support for the beneficial bank 

loan effect of downstream FDI concentration. In particular, the findings of a stronger 

positive impact on unsecured loans than on collateralized loans as well as a more 

pronounced bank loan effect for supplier with high information friction further confirm 

that reduced information friction through supplying to foreign-invested customers may 

well be a vital mechanism that boosts local suppliers’ access to credit.  

4.3. Productivity and Management Skills 

Although we have already included the firm-level TFP as a control variable in the 

bank loan regressions, there remains a concern that our results of improved access to 

bank loans for suppliers may be due to their productivity gains from serving 

technologically superior foreign-invested customers, instead of reduced information 

friction associated with the external monitoring and implicit certification provided by 

foreign-invested customers.9 To address this concern, we check whether the bank loan 

 
9 The existing theories and empirics have offered no clear-cut conclusions on how a firm’s productivity level affects 
its access to credit. As a matter of fact, a large body of studies on the Chinese economy (e.g., Allen, Qian, and Qian, 
2005; Dollar and Wei, 2007; Song, Storesletten, and Zilibotti, 2011) have documented a fairly weak linkage between 
firm productivity and access to funding in China, where financial resources are often (mis)allocated to less 
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effect would vary with suppliers’ TFP levels or growth by interacting downstream FDI 

concentration with suppliers’ TFP levels and TFP growth rates, respectively, and 

including the interaction term to bank loan regressions.  

As shown in Table 10, none of the estimated coefficients on the interaction terms 

are statistically significant in all regressions, regardless of loan types. That is, the impact 

of downstream FDI concentration on suppliers’ access to bank loans does not depend 

on TFP levels or the growth of TFP. These results thus verify that our findings of the 

bank loan effects are unlikely to be entirely driven by suppliers’ TFP gains from the 

concentration of FDI in the downstream. 

[Table 10 is about here.] 

Another related concern is that our findings could be caused by local suppliers’ 

upgrade of management skills arising from their interactions with foreign-invested 

customers. For instance, local suppliers may recruit individuals with overseas education 

backgrounds or working experiences to join their senior management so as to facilitate 

their interactions with foreign-invested customers, which, in turn, could help to greatly 

improve their management skills and eventually their access to credit.  

To deal with this concern, we resort to the CSMAR database and extract the 

biographical information on the members of senior management, including directors, 

supervisors and senior executives, for each listed firm included in our sample. We then 

create three indicators for the overseas experience of a firm’s senior management. The 

first one is a dummy of having work experience abroad (Work abroad), which takes on 

the value of one if at least one member of the senior management worked abroad before 

and zero otherwise. The second one is a dummy of having work experience at local 

subsidiaries of multinational companies (Work at MNCs), which is set to one if at least 

 
productive firms.  
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one member of the senior management worked at a local subsidiary of a multinational 

company before and zero otherwise. The third one is a dummy of having overseas 

education experience (Overseas education), which is equal to one if at least one member 

of the senior management studied abroad for a bachelor’s degree or higher.  

In Table 11, we re-estimate the baseline specification for total loans, unsecured 

loans, and collateralized loans by including the above overseas experience indicators as 

additional controls. We find that our results of the positive bank loan effect of 

downstream FDI concentration holds firmly even after controlling for the potential 

confounding effects of suppliers’ management skills. The estimated coefficients on the 

downstream FDI concentration variable remain positive and statistically significant in 

all cases. Most of the newly added indicators of overseas experiences have statistically 

insignificant effects on suppliers’ access to bank loans. These results thus help to rule 

out the possibility that management skills upgrade associated with serving foreign-

invested customers is responsible for our findings. 

[Table 11 is about here.] 

 

5. Additional Evidence from Supplier-Customer Links 

Up to this point, we have relied on industry-level variations in downstream FDI 

concentration to investigate FDI’s financial spillovers through backward linkages. To 

provide further support to the backward financial spillovers of FDI, in this section, we 

conduct additional checks by using the firm-level supplier-customer links from the 

CSMAR database. Specifically, we compare the trade credit provision and access to 

bank loans between suppliers with foreign-invested principal customers and those 

without by estimating the following specification: 

𝑌(" = 𝜇 + 𝛿𝐹𝐷𝐼_𝐵𝑢𝑦𝑒𝑟(" + 𝑋("; 𝜁 + 𝜙( + 𝜃4" + 𝜅&" + 𝜀("                      (6) 
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where the dependent variable, 𝒀𝒊𝒕 , is the amount of trade credit (scaled by assets) 

provided by supplier i in year t, or the amount of bank loans (scaled by assets) obtained 

by the firm. FDI_Buyer is a dummy variable that equals one if at least one of the firm’s 

principal customers is foreign-invested and zero otherwise. A significantly negative 

coefficient on the FDI_Buyer dummy in the trade credit regression would be consistent 

with the trade credit channel of FDI’s financial spillovers, and a significantly positive 

coefficient on the FDI_Buyer dummy in the bank loan regression would be in line with 

the bank loan channel of FDI’s financial spillovers.  

In the regression, we control for a rich set of firm-level characteristics in 𝑿𝒊𝒕, 

including firm age, size, productivity, profit margin, leverage, liquidity, and a dummy 

for supplying to SOEs. To ensure that some unobserved heterogeneities do not drive 

the results, we also include the firm fixed effects (𝝓𝒊), the province-year fixed effects 

(𝜿𝒓𝒕), and the industry-year fixed effects (𝜽𝒋𝒕).  

To alleviate the potential bias arising from suppliers’ self-selection into transaction 

relations with foreign-invested customers, we also reply on the propensity score 

matching method to construct a matched firm sample and then test for the trade credit 

effect as well as the bank loan effect in the matched firm sample.10 Specifically, we 

apply the nearest-neighbor matching method to match each supplier that has at least 

one foreign-invested principal customers with a comparable supplier that has no 

foreign-invested firms as its principal customers in a given year. These suppliers are 

matched based on various firm-level characteristics, such as size, age, profitability, TFP 

productivity, industry classification, and provincial locality. We then use the matched 

firm sample to estimate equation (6) for trade credit and bank loans, respectively. 

 
10 Note that the IV (Downstream _Openness) constructed based on China’s FDI regulatory policy changes in 2002 
cannot be used in this case because the firm-level data on supplier-customer links are only available since 2009. 
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Panels A and B of  table 12 summarizes the estimated effects of having foreign-

invested principal customers on suppliers’ trade credit provision and bank loan access 

in the full sample and the matched sample, respectively. As shown in column (1), 

regardless of the estimation sample used, we always find a significantly negative 

coefficient on the foreign-invested customer dummy (FDI_Buyer) in the trade credit 

regression. These results confirm that having foreign-invested principal customers 

indeed helps local suppliers to significantly reduce their trade credit provision.  

Column (2) reports the estimated effects of having foreign-invested principal 

customers on the total amount of bank loans obtained by suppliers. The estimated 

coefficients on the foreign-invested customer dummy (FDI_Buyer) are positive and 

statistically significant in both the full sample and the matched firm sample, suggesting 

that supplying to foreign-invested customers indeed substantially improves firms’ 

access to bank loans.  

Columns (3) and (4) examine the impacts on unsecured and collateralized loans, 

respectively. We find that the estimated coefficient on the foreign-invested customer 

dummy (FDI_Buyer) is significantly positive for unsecured loans but statistically 

insignificant and quantitatively small for collateralized loans. These differential 

impacts between unsecured and collateralized loans further confirm that reduced 

information friction by supplying foreign-invested customers indeed plays a crucial role 

in the bank loan channel of FDI’s financial spillovers.   

Overall, the above evidence from the supplier-customer links provides additional 

support to the beneficial financial spillovers of FDI through the trade credit channel as 

well as the bank loan channel.  

[Table 12 is about here.] 
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6. Conclusions 

This study empirically examines FDI’s financial spillovers to local firms through 

production chain linkages by using the Chinese firm-level data from various sources. 

We identify two important channels for FDI’s financial spillovers to local suppliers: a 

trade credit channel and a bank lending channel. We show that the presence of foreign-

invested customers in downstream industries not only significantly reduces local 

suppliers’ burden of trade credit provision but also substantially improves their access 

to bank loans, especially unsecured loans that are sensitive to borrowers’ information 

frictions.  

Our results thus provide new insights into the benefits of openness to FDI in 

developing countries. In addition, to the extent that finance is crucial for firm growth at 

the micro-level and economic development at the macro level, our findings also have 

vital policy implications. 
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Appendix 

A. ASIF Sample Cleaning Procedures 
1. Firms’ legal registration type must be non-missing.  
2. The paid-in capital must be non-missing and non-negative, and the sum of 

subcomponents must equal to the total paid-in capital. 
3. Total sale and total inputs must be non-missing and non-negative.  
4. Total asset and equity must be non-missing and positive. Total liability must be 

non-missing and non-negative. 
5. The number of employees must be non-missing and no less than eight. 
 

B. Variable Definitions  

B.1. Firm-level variables: 
Accounts receivable is accounts receivable scaled by sales. 

Payable is accounts payable scaled by total costs of goods sold. 
Total loan is the amount of total loans obtained by a firm each year, scaled by the firm’s 
total assets. 
Collateralized loan is the amount of collateralized loans, including pledged and 
mortgage loans, obtained by a firm each year, scaled by the firm’s total assets. 
Unsecured loan is the amount of unsecured loans, including credit and guaranteed 
loans, obtained by a firm each year, scaled by the firm’s total assets. 
FDI_Buyer is a dummy variable that equals to one if a firm has at least one foreign-
invested entities among its top five customers. 
Age is the number of years since a firm’s founding. 

Asset is the size of a firm’s total assets. 
Leverage is defined as the ratio of total liabilities to total equity. 

Liquidity is defined as the ratio of current assets to current liabilities. 
Profit margin is computed as the ratio of profit to sales. 
TFP is the firm-level total factor productivity, computed using the Olley-Pakes (OP) 
method. 

 
B.2. Industry-level variables: 
Downstream_FDI is the degree of FDI concentration in downstream industries. See 
Section 2.2 for details on the variable construction. 
Horizontal_FDI is the degree of FDI concentration within an industry, which is 
computed as the average foreign capital participation in an industry, weighted by each 
firm’s sales share. 
Upstream_FDI is the degree of FDI concentration in upstream industries. Following 
Javorcik(2004), for each industry j, it is defined as the weighted share of output in 
upstream sectors m produced by firms with foreign capital participation. As only 
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intermediates in the domestic market are relevant, the foreign capital participation in 
the upstream m is calculated by foreign capital share weighted by its sales minus exports. 
HHI is the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI), computed using the 10 largest firms’ 
sales share in a particular industry based on the ASIF data. 
Tariff is computed using the import tariff rates taken from the World Integrated Trade 
Solution (WITS) weighted by each product’s imports share. 
EFD is a measure of industry’s dependence on external finance. The data are taken from 
Manova, Wei, and Zhang (2015). 
Downstream_HHI is the degree of market concentration in downstream industries, 
computed as the average of the HHI across downstream industries, weighted by each 
downstream industry’s input usage share. 
Downstream_TCD is the degree of trade credit dependence in the downstream, 
computed as the average trade credit dependence across downstream industries, 
weighted by each downstream industry’s input usage share. The data on industry’s trade 
credit dependence are taken from Manova, Wei, and Zhang (2015). 
Downstream_EFD the degree of external finance dependence in the downstream, 
computed as the average external finance dependence across downstream industries, 
weighted by each downstream industry’s input usage share. The data on industry’s 
external finance dependence are taken from Manova, Wei, and Zhang (2015). 
Downstream_CI the degree of contract intensity in the downstream, computed as the 
average contract intensity across downstream industries, weighted by each downstream 
industry’s input usage share. The data on industry’s contract intensity are taken from 
Nunn (2007). 
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C. Summary Statistics of Key Variables  
 

 
 No. of Obs. Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. 
Account receivable/sales 792,994 0.164 0.219 0.000 1.553 
Account payable/cogs 508,082 0.118 0.177 0 1.143 
Downstream FDI concentration 792,994 0.047 0.033 0.008 0.152 
Horizontal FDI concentration 792,994 0.239 0.123 0.055 0.608 
Forward FDI concentration 792,994 0.045 0.022 0.009 0.113 
Downstream SOE concentration 792,994 0.028 0.020 0.004 0.113 
Horizontal SOE concentration 792,994 0.137 0.097 0.003 0.445 
Forward SOE concentration 792,994 0.049 0.032 0.006 0.170 
HHI 10 index 792,994 0.001 0.002 0.000 0.022 
Import Tariff 792,994 0.090 0.054 0.013 0.325 
Loan/asset 4,864 0.176 0.153 0 0.779 
Unsecured loan/asset 4,864 0.115 0.129 0 0.589 
Collateralized loan/asset 4,864 0.060 0.086 0 0.440 
Having FDI customers 2,413 0.286 0.452 0.000 1.000 
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Figure 1. Average Downstream FDI Concentration: 2000 – 2007 
 

 
Notes: This figure graphs the downstream FDI concentration for each industry, 
averaged over the period 2000 and 2007. The downstream FDI concentration is 
computed using the ASIF data, the custom data, and China’s input-output tables. 
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Figure 2. Suppliers’ Trade Credit Provision and Downstream FDI concentration 
 

 
 
Notes: This figure presents the binned scatterplot for the relationship between suppliers’ 
accounts receivable to sales ratio and their downstream FDI concentration. The relation 
is estimated using the domestic private non-exporting firms in the NBS’ ASIF data over 
2000-2007. The regression includes the industry-level and firm-level controls used in 
the baseline specification and the firm fixed effects.   
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Figure 3. Downstream FDI Concentration and Downstream FDI Openness 
 

 
 

Notes: This figure graphs the binned scatterplot for the relationship between 
downstream FDI concentration and the IV, downstream FDI openness, constructed 
based on the Chinese government’s regulatory policy change of FDI industries in 2002. 
The regression includes the industry-level and firm-level controls used in the baseline 
specification and the firm fixed effects. 
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Figure 4. Pre-Reform Industry Characteristics and Downstream FDI Openness 
 

 
Notes: In this figure, we regress the downstream FDI openness on the interaction of 
initial industry-level characteristics with year dummies, industry fixed effects, and year 
fixed effects. The set of initial industry-level characteristics includes the median firm’s 
TFP, size, age, value added growth rate, and Z-score within an industry and also the 
share of firms with high external finance dependence for each industry in year 2000. 
Each panel in the figure plots the estimated coefficients on the interaction terms of 
initial industry-level characteristics with year dummies, using year 2000 as the 
reference, along with their 95% confidence intervals. The vertical dashed line indicates 
the year of China’s inward FDI liberalization. 
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Figure 5. Distribution of Estimated Coefficients in the Placebo Test 

 
Notes: This figure plots the estimated coefficients on the downstream FDI concentration 
variable obtained from a placebo test. The placebo test is conducted by randomly 
assigning the downstream FDI concentration across industry and over time and re-
estimating the baseline specification using the artificially generated data on 
downstream FDI concentration. This simulation is repeated for 500 times. Dashed line 
plots the normal distribution. The solid line plots the kernel density estimates produced 
using the Epanechnikov kernel. 
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Figure 6. Access to Bank Loans and Downstream FDI concentration 
 

 
 
Notes: This figure presents the binned scatterplot for the relationship between suppliers’ 
bank loans to asset ratio and their downstream FDI concentration. The relation is 
estimated using domestically-owned listed firms in the CSMAR data over 2000-2007. 
The regression includes the industry- and firm-level controls used in the baseline 
specification and firm fixed effects.  
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Table 1. Basic Results on Suppliers’ Trade Credit Provision 
 

 (1) (2) (3) 
    
Downstream_FDI -0.080** -0.084** -0.160*** 
 (0.033) (0.037) (0.044) 
Horizontal_FDI  -0.005 0.019 
  (0.012) (0.013) 
Upstream_FDI  0.073 0.111** 
  (0.055) (0.056) 
HHI  0.578 -0.556 
  (0.595) (0.588) 
Tariff  -0.029 -0.039* 
  (0.023) (0.021) 
TFP   -0.046*** 
   (0.002) 
Age   0.002 
   (0.002) 
Size   0.045*** 
   (0.002) 
Profit   -0.094*** 
   (0.009) 
Leverage   0.001*** 
   (0.000) 
Liquidity   0.001*** 
   (0.000) 
    
Observations 792,994 792,994 792,994 
R-squared 0.717 0.717 0.736 
Prov×Year FE Y Y Y 
Firm FE Y Y Y 

Notes: This table estimates the effect of downstream FDI concentration on the trade 
credit provision by domestic suppliers using the firm-level data from the ASIF over the 
period 2000 – 2007. The dependent variable is the accounts receivable scaled by sales. 
Column (1) does not include any controls. Column (2) includes other industry-level 
characteristics as controls. Column (3) further adds firm-level characteristics as controls. 
All regressions include a constant term, f firm fixed effects and province-year fixed 
effects. Robust standard errors clustered at the industry-year level are reported in 
parentheses. ***, **, and * indicate the significance levels of 1%, 5%, and 10%, 
respectively. 
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Table 2. Alternative Measures and Samples 
 Average 

receivables 
Registration-

based FDI 
Sales-based 
IO weight 

Include 
Exporters 

Include  
SOEs  

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
      
Downstream_FDI -0.143*** -0.156*** -0.089*** -0.165*** -0.152*** 
 (0.043) (0.043) (0.029) (0.045) (0.046) 
      
Observations 558,369 792,994 792,994 1,017,561 872,428 
R-squared 0.796 0.736 0.736 0.728 0.743 
Industry Controls Y Y Y Y Y 
Firm Controls Y Y Y Y Y 
Prov×Year FE Y Y Y Y Y 
Firm FE Y Y Y Y Y 

Notes: This table conducts robustness checks by using alternative measures of 
receivables and downward FDI concentration. Column (1) uses the average account 
receivable within a year, scaled by sales, as the dependent variable. Column (2) 
constructs the downstream FDI concentration measure by using the registration-type-
based foreign ownership indicator. Column (3) computes the downstream FDI 
concentration using the sale-share-based weights. Column (4) includes non-state-
owned exporting firms in the estimation sample and controls for each firm’s export 
sales share. Column (5) includes non-exporting SOEs. All regressions include a 
constant term, firm-level controls, industry-level controls, the firm fixed effects, and 
the province-year fixed effects. Firm-level controls include log firm age, log assets, TFP 
productivity, leverage, profit margin, and liquidity ratio. Industry-level controls include 
horizontal FDI concentration, forward FDI concentration, the HHI, and import tariff 
rate. Robust standard errors clustered at the industry-year level are reported in 
parentheses. ***, **, and * indicate the significance levels of 1%, 5%, and 10%, 
respectively. 
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Table 3. Additional Controls for Downstream Characteristics 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
      
Downstream_FDI -0.244*** -0.201*** -0.203*** -0.389*** -0.185*** 
 (0.085) (0.063) (0.053) (0.113) (0.049) 
Downstream_TCD 0.389     
 (0.273)     
Downstream_EFD  0.069    
  (0.066)    
Downstream_HHI   15.519*   
   (7.878)   
Downstream_CI    0.134***  
    (0.047)  
Downstream_SOE     0.188*** 
     (0.069) 
      
Observations 792,994 792,994 792,994 792,994 792,994 
R-squared 0.736 0.736 0.736 0.736 0.736 
Industry Controls Y Y Y Y Y 
Firm Controls Y Y Y Y Y 
Prov×Year FE Y Y Y Y Y 
Firm FE Y Y Y Y Y 

Notes: This table controls for observable characteristics of downstream industries, 
including the degree of market concentration (Downstream_HHI), trade credit 
dependence (Downstream_TCD), external finance dependence (Downstream_EFD), 
contract intensity (Downstream_CI), and SOE concentration (Downstream_SOE) in the 
downstream industries. All regressions include a constant term, firm-level controls, 
industry-level controls, the firm fixed effects, and the province-year fixed effects. Firm-
level controls include log firm age, log assets, TFP productivity, leverage, profit margin, 
and liquidity ratio. Industry-level controls include horizontal FDI concentration, 
upstream FDI concentration, the HHI, and import tariff rate. Robust standard errors 
clustered at the industry-year level are reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * indicate 
the significance levels of 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively.
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Table 4. IV Regression Results 

 A. Full Sample  B. Pre-existing Firms  
 OLS IV  OLS IV 
 (1) (2)  (3) (4) 
      
Downstream_FDI  -0.192**  -0.158*** -0.207* 
  (0.093)  (0.046) (0.105) 
      
  1st Stage:   1st Stage: 
Downstream_Open -0.124** 0.648***   0.599*** 
 (0.063) (0.073)   (0.070) 
      
Observations 792,994 792,994  465,676 465,676 
Kleibergen-Paap - 77.81***  - 73.67*** 
Industry Controls Y Y  Y Y 
Firm Controls Y Y  Y Y 
Prov×Year FE Y Y  Y Y 
Firm FE Y Y  Y Y 

Notes: This table reports the IV regression results. The first two columns are estimated 
using the full sample, while the last two columns are estimated using the subsample of 
only firms established prior to 2000. Column (1) estimates a reduced-form regression 
for the IV. Column (2) reports the IV regression results from the full sample. Column 
(3) estimates the baseline specification using the OLS in the subsample of existing firms. 
Column (4) reports the IV regression results from the subsample of existing firms. All 
regressions include a constant term, firm-level controls, industry-level controls, the firm 
fixed effects, and the province-year fixed effects. Firm-level controls include log firm 
age, log assets, TFP productivity, leverage, profit margin, and liquidity ratio. Industry-
level controls include horizontal FDI concentration, upstream FDI concentration, the 
HHI, and import tariff rate. The Kleibergen-Paap rk Wald F-statistic reported in the 
bottom panel tests for the weak IV. Robust standard errors clustered at the industry-year 
level are reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * indicate the significance levels of 1%, 
5%, and 10%, respectively. 
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Table 5. Heterogeneous Effects on Trade Credit Provision  

Notes: This table examines the heterogeneous effect of downstream FDI concentration 
on suppliers’ trade credit provision. All regressions include a constant term, firm-level 
controls, industry-level controls, the firm fixed effects, and the province-year fixed 
effects. Firm-level controls include log firm age, log assets, TFP productivity, leverage, 
profit margin, and liquidity ratio. Industry-level controls include horizontal FDI 
concentration, upstream FDI concentration, the HHI, and import tariff rate. Robust 
standard errors clustered at the industry-year level are reported in parentheses. ***, **, 
and * indicate the significance levels of 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively. 
  

Stratified by Effect on Accounts Receivable N R2 

     
A. Downstream FDI Characteristics 
Ownership Joint-Venture Wholly-Owned 792,994 0.736 
 0.151 -0.263***   
 (0.106) (0.077)   
     
Age Young Old 792,994 0.736 
 -0.035 -0.228***   
 (0.126) (0.084)   
     
Trade credit dependence Low High 792,994 0.736 
 -0.068 -0.321***   
 (0.069) (0.100)   
     
External finance dependence Low High 792,994 0.736 
 -0.263 -0.148***   
 (0.219) (0.051)   
     
B. Suppliers’ Characteristics 
External finance dependence Low High 781,983 0.736 
 -0.117* -0.168***   
 (0.062) (0.041)   
     
Firm financial constraint Low High 792,953 0.736 
 -0.098** -0.285***   
 (0.043) (0.049)   
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Table 6. Trade Credit Provision and Productivity 
 

 A. TFP Level  B. TFP Growth 
 OP LP ACF WRDG  OP LP ACF WRDG 
 (1) (2) (3) (4)  (6) (7) (8) (9) 
          
Downstream_FDI -0.162*** -0.161*** -0.157*** -0.160***  -0.143*** -0.144*** -0.142*** -0.143*** 
 (0.044) (0.036) (0.037) (0.036)  (0.048) (0.040) (0.041) (0.040) 
Downstream_FDI×TFP 0.004 -0.001 -0.003 -0.001      
 (0.035) (0.039) (0.038) (0.039)      
Downstream_FDI×∆TFP      0.022 0.030 0.024 0.030 
      (0.024) (0.027) (0.025) (0.028) 
          
Observations 792,994 788,184 788,184 788,184  550,348 556,082 556,082 556,082 
R-squared 0.736 0.742 0.739 0.743  0.770 0.774 0.771 0.774 
Industry Controls Y Y Y Y  Y Y Y Y 
Firm Controls Y Y Y Y  Y Y Y Y 
Prov×Year FE Y Y Y Y  Y Y Y Y 
Firm FE Y Y Y Y  Y Y Y Y 

Notes: This table examines the role of productivity in the effect of downstream FDI concentration on suppliers’ trade credit provision. Panel A 
estimates the interaction effect with the level of TFP. Panel B estimates the interaction effect with TFP growth rate. For each panel, the four columns 
measure the firm-level TFP based on the Olley and Pakes (1996) method, the Levinsohn and Petrin (2003) method, the Ackerberg, Caves, and 
Frazer (2015) method, and the Wooldridge (2009) method, respectively. All regressions include a constant term, firm-level controls, industry-level 
controls, the firm fixed effects, and the province-year fixed effects. Firm-level controls include log firm age, log assets, leverage, profit margin, 
liquidity ratio, and TFP (changes). Industry-level controls include horizontal FDI concentration, upstream FDI concentration, the HHI, and import 
tariff rate. Robust standard errors clustered at the industry-year level are reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * indicate the significance levels of 
1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively.  
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Table 7. Ruling Out Other Alternative Explanations 
 

Notes: This table evaluates other alternative hypotheses for the observed relation 
between downstream FDI concentration and the trade credit provision by domestic 
suppliers. The dependent variables are the accounts receivable to sales ratio, profit to 
sales ratio, and accounts payable to costs ratio, respectively. All regressions include a 
constant term, firm-level controls, industry-level controls, the firm fixed effects, and 
the province-year fixed effects. Firm-level controls include log firm age, log assets, TFP 
productivity, leverage, profit margin, and liquidity ratio. Industry-level controls include 
horizontal FDI concentration, upstream FDI concentration, the HHI, and import tariff 
rate. Robust standard errors clustered at the industry-year level are reported in 
parentheses. ***, **, and * indicate the significance levels of 1%, 5%, and 10%, 
respectively. 
 

 Receivables Profit Margin Payables 
 (1) (2) (3) 
    
Downstream_FDI -0.067** 0.042*  
 (0.032) (0.023)  
Downstream_FDI×Trust -0.007   
 (0.023)   
Horizontal_FDI   0.024 
   (0.015) 
    
Observations 755,372 792,994 508,082 
R-squared 0.715 0.636 0.713 
Controls Y Y Y 
Prov×Year FE Y Y Y 
Firm FE Y Y Y 
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Table 8. Effects on Firm’s Access to Bank Loans  
 

 Panel A: Total loans  Panel B: Unsecured Loans  Panel C: Collateralized Loans 
 Full Sample Subsample  Full Sample Subsample  Full Sample Subsample 
 OLS IV IV  OLS IV IV  OLS IV IV 
 (1) (2) (3)  (4) (5) (6)  (5) (6) (7) 
            
Downstream_FDI 1.422*** 2.025*** 2.119***  0.806*** 1.486*** 1.565***  0.683*** 0.628** 0.653** 
 (0.339) (0.544) (0.543)  (0.247) (0.441) (0.435)  (0.198) (0.279) (0.287) 
1st stage:            
IV  0.433*** 0.428***   0.433*** 0.428***   0.433*** 0.428*** 
  (0.053) (0.052)   (0.053) (0.052)   (0.053) (0.052) 
            
Observations 4,864 4,864 4,457  4,864 4,864 4,457  4,864 4,864 4,457 
Kleibergen-Paap - 67.18*** 68.26***  - 67.18*** 68.26***  - 67.18***  68.26*** 
Controls Y Y Y  Y Y Y  Y Y Y 
Prov×Year FE Y Y Y  Y Y Y  Y Y Y 
Firm FE Y Y Y  Y Y Y  Y Y Y 

Notes: This table estimates the effects of downstream FDI concentration on domestic suppliers’ access to bank loans using the sample of listed 
firms. The dependent variables in the three panels are total loans scaled by assets, unsecured loans scaled by assets, and collateralized loans scaled 
by assets, respectively. The first two columns of each panel are estimated using the full sample, and the last column of each panel is estimated 
using a subsample of firms that have already been established at the beginning of the sample period. All regressions include a constant term, firm-
level controls, industry-level controls, the firm fixed effects, and the province-year fixed effects. Firm-level controls include log firm age, log 
assets, TFP productivity, leverage, profit margin, current ratio, and export share. Industry-level controls include horizontal FDI concentration, 
upstream FDI concentration, the HHI, and import tariff rate. Robust standard errors clustered at the industry-year level are reported in parentheses. 
***, **, and * indicate the significance levels of 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively. 
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Table 9. Information Frictions and Heterogeneous Loan Effects 
  
 Negative Skewness  Forecast Dispersion 
 Low High  Low High 
 (1) (2)  (3) (4) 
      
Panel A. Total loans 
Downstream_FDI 1.038 2.188***  0.743 1.513*** 
 (0.771) (0.614)  (0.592) (0.331) 
Observations 2,246 2,403  2,519 2,324 
R-squared 0.749 0.755  0.695 0.709 
      
Panel B. Unsecured loans 
Downstream_FDI 0.550 1.313**  0.171 0.629** 
 (0.617) (0.604)  (0.525) (0.281) 
Observations 2,246 2,403  2,519 2,324 
R-squared 0.714 0.707  0.665 0.651 
      
Panel C. Collateralized loans 
Downstream_FDI 0.672** 0.845***  0.662* 0.946*** 
 (0.303) (0.240)  (0.335) (0.221) 
Observations 2,246 2,403  2,519 2,324 
R-squared 0.778 0.759  0.706 0.707 
      
Industry Controls Y Y  Y Y 
Firm Controls Y Y  Y Y 
Prov×Year FE Y Y  Y Y 
Firm FE Y Y  Y Y 

Notes: This table presents evidence on the reputation channel by comparing the bank 
loan effect of the downstream FDI concentration between firms with low vs. high 
information frictions. The dependent variables in the three panels are total loans scaled 
by assets, unsecured loans scaled by assets, and collateralized loans scaled by assets, 
respectively. Columns (1) and (2) use the negative coefficient of skewness in stock 
return as a measure of firm’s information friction. Columns (3) and (4) use the 
dispersion of analyst forecasts as a measure of information friction. All regressions 
include a constant term, firm-level controls, industry-level controls, the firm fixed 
effects, and the province-year fixed effects. Firm-level controls include log firm age, 
log assets, TFP productivity, leverage, profit margin, current ratio, and export share. 
Industry-level controls include horizontal FDI concentration, upstream FDI 
concentration, the HHI, and import tariff rate. Robust standard errors clustered at the 
industry-year level are reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * indicate the significance 
levels of 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively. 
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Table 10. Productivity and Bank Loan Effects  
 

 Panel A. TFP Level  Panel B. TFP Growth 
 Total Unsecured Collateralized  Total Unsecured Collateralized 
 (1) (2) (3)  (4) (5) (6) 
        
Downstream_FDI 1.400*** 0.794*** 0.698***  1.363*** 0.718*** 0.707*** 
 (0.383) (0.276) (0.230)  (0.341) (0.249) (0.216) 
Downstream_FDI×TFP 0.023 0.013 -0.016     
 (0.171) (0.162) (0.088)     
Downstream_FDI×∆TFP     0.079 0.066 0.024 
     (0.160) (0.167) (0.088) 
        
Observations 4,864 4,864 4,864  4,116 4,116 4,116 
R-squared 0.674 0.633 0.677  0.711 0.670 0.707 
Industry Controls Y Y Y  Y Y Y 
Firm Controls Y Y Y  Y Y Y 
Prov×Year FE Y Y Y  Y Y Y 
Firm FE Y Y Y  Y Y Y 

Notes: This table examines the role of suppliers’ productivity in the effect of downstream FDI concentration on suppliers’ access to bank loans. All 
regressions include a constant term, firm-level controls, industry-level controls, the firm fixed effects, and the province-year fixed effects. Firm-
level controls include log firm age, log assets, TFP productivity, leverage, profit margin, current ratio, and export share. Industry-level controls 
include horizontal FDI concentration, upstream FDI concentration, the HHI, and import tariff rate. Robust standard errors clustered at the industry-
year level are reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * indicate the significance levels of 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively
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Table 11. Controlling for Senior Management Members’ Overseas Experiences  
 

 Panel A. Overseas Work Experience  Panel B. Overseas Education Experience 
 Total  Unsecured Collateralized  Total Unsecured Collateralized 

 (1) (2) (3)  (4) (5) (6) 
        
Downstream_FDI 1.327*** 0.737*** 0.657***  1.331*** 0.751*** 0.645*** 
 (0.352) (0.260) (0.202)  (0.353) (0.258) (0.201) 
Work abroad -0.017* -0.006 -0.011**     
 (0.010) (0.009) (0.006)     
Work at MNCs 0.030 0.028 0.002     
 (0.022) (0.019) (0.012)     
Overseas education     -0.016 -0.009 -0.007 
     (0.011) (0.011) (0.007) 
        
Observations 4,786 4,786 4,786  4,786 4,786 4,786 
R-squared 0.688 0.644 0.682  0.687 0.643 0.681 
Industry Controls Y Y Y  Y Y Y 
Firm Controls Y Y Y  Y Y Y 
Prov×Year FE Y Y Y  Y Y Y 
Firm FE Y Y Y  Y Y Y 

Notes: This table estimates the bank loan regressions with senior management members’ overseas experiences included as additional controls. 
Panel A controls for the overseas working experiences of senior management members. Panel B controls for their overseas education backgrounds. 
All regressions include a constant term, firm-level controls, industry-level controls, the firm fixed effects, and the province-year fixed effects. 
Firm-level controls include log firm age, log assets, TFP productivity, leverage, profit margin, current ratio and export share. Industry-level controls 
include horizontal FDI concentration, upstream FDI concentration, the HHI, and import tariff rate. Robust standard errors clustered at the industry-
year level are reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * indicate the significance levels of 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively. 
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Table 12. Additional Evidence from Supplier-Customer Links 
 

 Accounts 
Receivables  

  Bank Loans  
  Total Unsecured Collateralized 
 (1)  (2) (3) (4) 
      
Panel A. Full sample 
FDI_Buyer -0.019*  0.014* 0.015** 0.001 
 (0.011)  (0.008) (0.006) (0.004) 
      
Observations 2,411  2,413 2,413 2,413 
R-squared 0.913  0.841 0.850 0.774 
      
Panel B. Matched sample 
FDI_Buyer -0.036**  0.030** 0.029*** 0.006 
 (0.016)  (0.013) (0.011) (0.007) 
      
Observations 1,235  1,238 1,238 1,238 
R-squared 0.965  0.915 0.912 0.868 
      
Firm Controls Y  Y Y Y 
Industry×Year FE Y  Y Y Y 
Prov×Year FE Y  Y Y Y 
Firm FE Y  Y Y Y 

Notes: This table estimates the financial spillover effects of FDI using the CSMAR data 
on supplier-customer links. Panel A is estimated using the full sample and Panel B using 
the matched sample. All regressions include a constant term, firm-level controls, firm 
fixed effects, industry-year fixed effects, and province-year fixed effects. Firm-level 
controls include log firm age, log assets, productivity, leverage, profit margin, liquidity 
ratio, and the dummy indicating whether supplying to state-owned enterprises. Robust 
standard errors clustered at the firm level are reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * 
indicate the significance levels of 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively. 

 


